QUERIES RISED DURING “Plotting and delivery of drawings as per the CMDA approval format and obtaining plan approval of all the existing buildings, on-going and proposed constructions in the Main Campus of Anna University, Chennai - 600 025” PRE BID MEETING HELD ON 10.06.2020 @ 3.00PM

1. Whether contract period may be extended / not? Mentioned period not sufficient to complete the project?

   If postponed it would be uploaded website.

2. Whether details of existing buildings FMB Sketches, Survey Numbers, drawings, plan & elevation drawings may be produced by Anna University / not?

   Yes. Drawing of buildings if available would be provided.

3. Technical proposal 7.3 (iii) Urban planner with Post-Graduate Diploma in Town & Country planning course is abolished past 20 years. May be consider Equivalent course / Graduation may accepted / not?

   Equivalent would also be considered.

4. Calculation of financial turn over any five year cumulative? Possibilities to relax the 1.5 times of the contract value?

   As per PWD norms
5. Joint venture, consortium, association are allowed / not?

Yes. *Indicated in tender.*

Please contact: eo@annauniv.edu & eo@annauniv@gmail.com
for any queries